A MODULAR THREE-DIMENSIONAL FINITE-DIFFERENCE GROUND-WATER FLOW MODEL (Michael McDonald and Arlen Harbaugh, 1988) 
GRADING:

HOMEWORK/PRESENTATIONS:
On the average one student presentation every three weeks and one homework assignment every two weeks. A few of these homework assignments will require several hours of manual calculations. All the homework assignments will be collected, checked, and selected ones will be graded.
The topics of the student presentations will cover the current models/topics and published research papers in the area of application of numerical and analytical methods in groundwater and other geologic-system modeling.
SEMINAR TOPICS: -Analytical Models -Numerical Models -MODFLOW (published papers) -MODFLOW Project Each presentation should include (depending on model): mathematical basis of the model, solution scheme, type or types of physical systems which can be simulated, required input data, required hardware/software, output results and format, advantages, limitations, examples/published papers, references, etc. Prepare a handout for each class member.
